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COMBATING FROST AND DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
C. W. McClain,
Engineer of Maintenance,
State Highway Commission of Indiana,
Indianapolis
Several years ago I had some experience designing and
supervising the building of quite a mileage of county roads.
By authority of the Board of County Commissioners we in
stalled two lines of 4-in. tile at each edge of the travelled way
and parallel to the center line. Taking the hint from farm
tile drainage in the adjacent fields, we thought that many
difficulties from troublesome underground water would be
solved by this method. If tiling in a field placed 30 in. deep
and 4 rods apart would make a field more tillable and allow
earlier plowing, surely two lines of tile some 24 ft. apart
would make a solid road. The tile were installed; but much
to the consternation and wonderment of all those interested,
they didn't seem to do any appreciable good. When spring
came, the roads broke up just as usual. What was overlooked
was that draining a field for agricultural purposes and drain
ing a road to make it stable enough to carry traffic are two
entirely different problems. The farmer is not alarmed if
his field gets soft for a few days, which it does, but he does
not want that condition to prevail very long. He has the
problem of not only the draining but the aeration of the soil.
Between the time when a field gets soft and the time it be
comes settled, the soil is undisturbed and is not called upon
to support any load. The soil-carrying road material and its
superimposed load have to function in an entirely different
way. The best way to keep a road from failing because of
softness is not to let it get soft. Unlike the farmer's field, a
road cannot wait for more settled conditions unless traffic is
restricted or shut off entirely, and such a restriction is very
irritating to those having occasion to use the road.
There are two ways by which undesirable water gets into
the subbase: one is through the surface, and the other is from
underneath. Free surface water is easily seen and its actions
easily followed. Methods of correction are so obvious they
need little comment. Free water adjacent to the road seems
to make little difference. Experience with water-free side
ditches and those filled with water indicates that there is
little difficulty from free surface water. We have all seen roads
built quite close to lake shores and river banks with no soft
ening effects of the water on the road itself.
Water action underneath the surface is much more diffi
cult to ascertain. It was not known until recently than im
pounded water under the surface was causing a great ma
jority of such break-up troubles, or, if it was known, nothing
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was done about it. In Professor Lang's paper you have seen
clearly illustrated this destructive agency and the way it
works. After proper investigation and recommended correc
tion, the trouble caused by impounded water almost entirely
disappears.
In our work on the State System we have had good pave
ments break through and vehicles mire down for no reason ap
parent from the surface. Almost invariably, when a subsoil
survey was made, however, we found pocketed water, which,
together with poor soil conditions, caused the trouble. It
seems strange that road builders should have gone along for
so many years paying so little attention to the soil, the one
thing we have the most of. The waste of road money due to
lack of understanding of soils would have endowed a soils
department in every engineering school in the country. A
few pioneers through persisting year after year got road engi
neers soil-minded.
When we did finally wake up, many schemes came into use
for soil stabilization. Commercial companies quickly installed
expensive experimental laboratories, put out much literature,
and offered the services of many intensely and specially
trained field men, whose services were offered gratis to those
interested. The search for cheaper stable roads became dili
gent, for the need had long existed and it was suddenly found
that the solution rested with the soil. Many companies sell
ing road materials which in any way would offer a solution
have experimented, and are experimenting with and promot
ing methods of working their products into this new field.
Calcium and sodium chloride, tars, asphalts, and portland ce
ment are examples. New terms and nomenclature have sprung
up. Methods of determination of mixes, colloidal chemistry,
base exchange, film thickness, plasticity index, internal fric
tion, optimum moisture content, soil fines, and so on, have
moved before our wondering minds in kaleidoscopic rapidity
and confusion. It behooves us to think clearly through these,
to analyse our problems, and not to be stampeded into putting
too much expenditure into these new fields too soon; but we
must keep on experimenting. The possibilities are unlimited
and are a challenge to road engineering minds. A great new
field has opened up to our universities and should receive their
serious consideration. Road departments are searching for
engineers who know soils.
What has all this to do with drainage? I believe that, when
soils are known, their action in contact with water is bound
to be known. The two must get together. The solution for
broken roads caused by unstable soil conditions will be found
when rules for controlling soils are established.
The remedies set out in Professor Lang's paper are a de
cided forward step, and it is by such clear thinking that engi
neers will finally arrive at solutions to these problems so com
mon for all of us.

